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Who’s going to win? 
 
Eight teams now remain after the rugged Rugby 
World Cup Group stage. Of the eight advancing 
teams, seven were predicted to make the Quarter 
Finals based on the NineSquared RWC ELO model 
with Wales advancing ahead of hosts England. 
South Africa and Wales present the closest match 
with a margin of only 4 points on the back of South 
Africa’s shock loss to Japan. The other three QF 
matches (NZ and France, Ireland and Argentina, 
Australia and Scotland) are expected to be 
relatively comfortable with more than 1 try 
margins. 

 
After all is said and done, New Zealand is still 
predicted to hold the trophy with just over 60% 
chance of winning. Australia is the next closest at 
27%, with Ireland the only other real contender 
with a 5% chance of winning. Much of this 
changes, however, if France manages to beat NZ as 
they did in the 1999 and 2007 World Cups. 
Australia then emerges as the clear favourite with 
a 58% chance of winning. 
 
Supporting this is New Zealand’s poor start to the 
RWC. When comparing the predicted outcomes 
and the actual outcomes, New Zealand performed 
the worst by dropping 104 points.  Alternatively, 
Japan and Georgia exceeded expectations of 
points spread, even when compared to 
NineSquared’s bullish predictions. Of the teams 
remaining, Argentina and Scotland exceeded the 
point spread the most, potentially suggesting they 
are underrated, with New Zealand and France 
performing the worse, potentially suggesting they 
are overrated.  
 
For more information on the methodology 
underpinning our predictions, how we went with 
our predictions about the pool games or about 
what we do during the times when the Rugby 
World Cup is not being played, visit our website at 
ninesquared.com.au.

Overall probability of winning the world cup 
 

Team Chance of win 

New Zealand 60.6% 

Australia 27.2% 

Ireland 5.0% 

Scotland 2.2% 

South Africa 1.6% 

Argentina 1.6% 

France 1.4% 

Wales 0.4% 

 
How it plays out… 

 
Result Margin Chance 

Quarter finals   

South Africa d. Wales 4 64% 

New Zealand d. France 19 92% 

Ireland d. Argentina 7 72% 

Australia d. Scotland 13 86% 

Semi Finals   

New Zealand d. S. Africa 12 82% 

Australia d. Ireland 3 61% 

Final   

New Zealand d. Australia 11 81% 

 
 
  



 
 

Disclaimer  
Nine-Squared Pty Ltd (NineSquared) has prepared this report taking all reasonable care and diligence required. This report 
provides high-level analysis only and does not purport to be advice on particular investment options or strategies. In 
particular, the analysis and options included in this presentation are based on publicly available information. We have not 
independently verified the information used.    
 
While NineSquared has used all reasonable endeavours to ensure the information in this report is as accurate as 
practicable, NineSquared, its contributors, employees, and Directors shall not be liable whether in contract, tort (including 
negligence), equity or on any other basis for any loss or damage sustained by any person relying on this document 
whatever the cause of such loss or damage.  
This research if for NineSquared clients only. This report is not intended to and should not be used or relied upon by 
anyone else and we accept no duty of care to any other person or entity.  
 
This research is for NineSquared clients only. Other than disclosures relating to NineSquared, this research is based on 
publically available information at the time of analysis. While NineSquared views this information as reliable, we do not 
represent it as complete or accurate and, therefore, it should not be relied upon as such. We have sought to update our 
research as appropriate, but various factors may prevent us from doing so. NineSquared does not recommend the 
information in this analysis be used to gamble and users do so at their own risk. Any loss is not the responsibility of 
NineSquared. Readers acknowledge that this report is intended as fun and enjoyable reading and not advice which can be 
relied upon for any purpose.  

 

About NineSquared  
NineSquared is a specialist economic advisory firm supporting companies and governments to make and implement great 
decisions. We provide economic, commercial and public policy advisory services that are underpinned by the use of data 
and evidence, and we develop decision support tools that are tailored to our clients’ specific requirements.   
NineSquared provides clients with economic, commercial and strategic advice in relation to transport. Our principals, 
directors and consultants have significant experience in working in, and advising clients on, both passenger and freight 
sectors and across both public and private sectors. Our experience, expertise and skills cover economic research and 
analysis, commercial advisory services and public policy development and analysis.     
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